
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

MPACKT ANNOUNCES DATES WITH NOCAP, DROPS NEW SINGLE “STAY DANGEROUS,”  
LAUNCHES KICKSTARTER 

 
At 19, hip-hop/rap artist Mpackt is off and running with his career - with lots of new material to release and 

will soon be going on a national tour as part of the ‘Mr. Crawford Tour’ for NoCap. With the Uproar 
Entertainment Group overseeing his career, the Las Vegas native has just launched a Kickstarter campaign 

which will help provide support on the upcoming tour, and also in the creation of new music: 
http://kck.st/3LsHY4v 

 
“I want to thank my backers on Kickstarter and everyone who makes a pledge,” says Mpackt. “I’m excited to 

give back with the rewards we have set up Kickstarter and to meet everyone out on this tour. I honestly 
believe what fans can expect from me on this upcoming tour with NoCap is a breath of fresh air. I believe I am 
bringing some new life with old-school elements to the hip hop and rap community. I think my music has a lot 
of elements that people will relate and connect to along with the energy that I have to bring to the table with 

my live show.” 
 

And coinciding with the Kickstarter launch is a promo video for Mpackt’s new single, “Stay Dangerous”: 
https://youtu.be/dnYr-rrlPG0 

 

“It is an honor and privilege of mine to work and perform formally with NoCap and the MAC Agency. This is a 
huge break for my career that I’ll continue to excel in. I look forward to providing an unforgettable 

performance during this tour - in hopes as well to work with NoCap and Big Yavo in the near future. My team 
and I look forward to creating a new bracket for the west coast. Thank you again from me and the UPROAR 

team. 
 

A self-taught musician. Mpackt began playing instruments at the age of 7 and has been performing on stage 
touring with his professional musician father since the age of 3. 

 
In his early teens, Mpackt began to focus his attention on rap music and audio production. With his father’s 

rock and metal influence, Mpackt has developed a unique sound that crosses many musical genres. 
 

He has worked with the legendary Run-DMC and metal icon Wayne Static and was featured in a music video 
with both. 

http://kck.st/3LsHY4v
https://youtu.be/dnYr-rrlPG0


 

 
“I have a very wide range of musical influences that are very diverse from different genres of music - including 
old school ‘west and east coast’ rap/hip-hop, multiple genres of rock and metal, R&B, and classical music. As 
of right now we are working on putting together my debut album to bring to the masses. We will announce a 

release date soon through Uproar Entertainment Group.” 
 

And it seems like Mpackt is putting his own stamp on hip-hop, with a style he calls “rap with soul.” “It 
represents what I put into my music and into life my in general. I put my heart and soul into everything I do, 

and my music and lyrics represent that.” 
 

Mpackt will be embarking on his national tour with NoCap on the heels of the 3rd anniversary of his mother's 
tragic death. His music reflects the hardships of life, being raised by a single father and the pain, and struggles 

along the way that he’s endured. 
 

Lastly, Mpackt is aiming high with his future plans. “To take over the world and bring my music to the 
masses!” 

 

NoCap’s “Mr. Crawford Tour 2022,” with Mpackt: 

4/24/22 House of Blues      Dallas, TX 

4/25/22 House of Blues    Houston, TX 

4/26/22 House of Blues       New Orleans, LA 

4/28/22 The Ritz              Raleigh, NC 

4/29/22 The NorVa                                 Norfolk, VA 

5/2/22 Gramercy Theatre                                   New York, NY 

5/5/22 Webster Theatre                                       Hartford, CT 

5/6/22 Showplace Theatre                                      Buffalo, NY 

5/8/22 Big Night Live                                                  Boston, MA 

5/10/22 Majestic Theatre                                             Detroit, MI 

5/11/22 Bogart's                                                             Cincinnati, OH 

5/12/22 Pieres Entertainment                                     Fort Wayne, IN 

5/14/22 Skyway Theatre                                               Minneapolis, MN 

5/18/22 Cervantes' Masterpiece Ballroom               Denver, CO 

5/20/22 AURA                                                                 Tempe, AZ 

5/26/22 The Novo                                                          Los Angeles, CA 

5/27/22 The Regency                                                     San Francisco, CA 

                                        6/3/22 Buckhead Theatre                                             Atlanta, GA 

 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT: 

Instagram: https://instagram.com/mpacktofficial?utm_medium=copy_link 

Tiktok: https://vm.tiktok.com/ZTdmgotWy/ 

Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/artist/4kB2As9iXtCptyRnxDnd1N?si=hqvx5OCGR7-WracecTuRyg 


